
Articles: 
• Artem Serebrennikov, The Knight and His Groin-Wound: A Shandean Reference in Daniil 

Kharms novella Rytsar’  
This article analyses traces of Sterne’s influences in the novella Rytsar’ (A Knight) by Russian 
avant-garde writer Daniil Kharms (real name Daniil Yuvatchov, 1905-1942). A good friend of 
Viktor Shklovsky and other Formalists, Kharms was quite probably familiar with Sterne’s work. 

• Peter Budrin, The First Russian Illustrator of Sterne: Nikolai Feofilaktov’s Unpublished 
Illustrations to A Sentimental Journey (1934) 
This essay discusses seven previously unpublished illustrations for A Sentimental Journey 
recently unearthed in the archives of the Russian State Literary Museum. 

• Melvyn New, Sterne and the Richmond Subscribers  
A recently published Yorkshire diary enables us to identify several of Sterne’s subscribers. 

• Alexander Hardie-Forsyth, Textual Commerce and Character: Publishing Protagonists in 
Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy and J.M. Coetzee’s Diary of a Bad Year  
This article examines J.M. Coetzee’s hitherto under-analysed critical engagements with Tristram 
Shandy so as to suggest how Sterne’s treatment of a publishing protagonist holds a particular 
resonance for Coetzee’s later invention of such a figure (‘JC’) in his 2007 fiction Diary of a Bad 
Year. It argues that reading Tristram Shandy and the Diary side by side allows us to identify the 
figure of the publishing protagonist in both texts as a character without a key – i.e. as irreducible 
either to the sum of its referents or to a straightforward cipher for the author-proper. 
Understanding the publishing protagonist in this way permits us to re-examine terms of 
ownership (over opinions as well as texts) alongside the economic models we use to 
conceptualize how authorial character is formed and functions within textual marketplaces. 

• Melvyn New and James Gow, Manuel Schonhorn, David Illingworth, Thomas Goggans, 
Geoffrey Vincent Newton, Paul Goring, Robert G. Walker, Scholia to the Florida Edition of 
the Works of Sterne from The Scriblerian, 2005-2018 
Volume 15 (November 2004), pp. 135-64, of The Shandean reprinted thirty-seven additions and 
corrections to the Florida edition, fulfilling the several editors’ notion that an edition is never 
complete, new and better information being a concomitant of  time’s passage, the asking of new 
and different questions, and the changing conditions for accessing resources. The pace of new 
material has slowed since then, but we here tender thirteen additional notes, an inducement, we 
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hope, to Sterneans (and others) not to forget that The Scriblerian will most cordially welcome 
further additions and corrections. 

Sterneana: 
• M-C. Newbould, Leonard Mac Nally’s Sentimental, Shandean Bagatelle, an introduction 

The first performance of this afterpiece to Edward Young’s The Revenge was at Covent Garden 
on Saturday 26 April 1783. It was received ‘with great applause by a numerous auditory’ as an 
unsigned review in the European Magazine for May put it, and was played seven times that 
season, revived in the next, and last performed on 12 April 1794. We print here, with very minor 
emendations, the second state of the first edition. 

• This year’s marbling, In Memoriam Robert Folkenflik, Washington’s camping orders, T.S. Eliot, 
George Duggall, Uncle Toby, Trims and Tristrams, portraits of Sterne, Ernst Jünger, the Utrecht 
Conference, brief notes by Carl Chapple on a painting, and by Daniel Reed on The York 
Gazetteer. 

• Notes: 
Luisa Menzel, A Fat Longhorn Shandean Bull 
Walter Shandy’s fecundity is called into question in several chapters of Tristram Shandy, and so 
is the ability of his bull. This note draws a socio-historical connection between Walter’s and the 
bull’s fertility and a common cattle breed likely known by Sterne. 

• Melvyn New and Peter de Voogd, More on Letter 175. To Mrs. T––– 
The manuscript of Letter 175 has turned up again in an auction catalogue, this time 
photographed. This leads to several emendations to the Florida Edition text. 

• Trevor Speller, A Possible Source for Corporal Trim’s Flourish 
Sterne served as vicar of Stillington from 1744 to 1768. Unusual illustrations on the fly-leaf of 
the Stillington parish register bear similarity to Corporal Trim’s flourish in Tristram Shandy. 
Details of Sterne’s life and works around the time of the flourish’s publication reinforce the 
image’s sexual overtones. 

Book Reviews: 
• Ashleigh Blackwood, Noelle Gallagher, Itch, Clap, Pox: Venereal Disease in the Eighteenth-

Century Imagination 
• Abbey Coykendall, Declan Kavanagh, Effeminate Years: Literature, Politics, and Aesthetics in 

Mid-Eighteenth-Century Britain 
• Jakub Lipski, Chris Ewers, Mobility in the English Novel from Defoe to Austen 
• Jesse Molesworth, Amit S. Yahav, Feeling Time: Duration, the Novel, and Eighteenth-Century 

Sensibility 
• Sean Silver, Jonathan Kramnick, Paper Minds: Literature and the Ecology of Consciousness 

2018 Sterne Scholarship: 
Bibliography compiled by Brian Norton.


